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WHITEPAPER CRYPTOLENDING LENDING, TRADING AND STAKING



Blockchain? A blockchain – originally block chain – is a continuously growing list of records, called blocks, which are linked and secured using cryptography. Each block typically contains a hash pointer as a link to a previous block, a timestamp and transaction data. By design, blockchains are inherently resistant to modification of the data. Harvard Business Review defines it as "an open, distributed ledger that can record transactions between two parties efficiently and in a verifiable and permanent way." For use as a distributed ledger, a blockchain is typically managed by a peer-to-peer network collectively adhering to a protocol for validating new blocks. Once recorded, the data in any given block cannot be altered retroactively without the alteration of all subsequent blocks, which requires collusion of the network majority. Blockchains are secure by design and are an example of a distributed computing system with high Byzantine fault tolerance. Decentralized consensus has therefore been achieved with a blockchain. This makes blockchains potentially suitable for the recording of events, medical records, and other records management activities, such as identity management, transaction processing, documenting provenance, or food traceability.



The first blockchain was conceptualised in 2008 by an anonymous person or group known as Satoshi Nakamoto and implemented in 2009 as a core component of bitcoin where it serves as the public ledger for all transactions. The invention of the blockchain for bitcoin made it the first digital currency to solve the double spending problem without the need of a trusted authority or central server. The bitcoin design has been the inspiration for other applications.



What is bitcoin? Bitcoin is a cryptocurrency and worldwide payment system. It is the first decentralized digital currency – the system works without a central repository or single administrator.: The network is peer-to-peer and transactions take place between users directly through the use of cryptography, without an intermediary: These transactions are verified by network nodes and recorded in a public distributed ledger called a blockchain. Bitcoin was invented by an unknown person or group of people under the name Satoshi Nakamoto and released as open-source software in 2009.



Bitcoins are created as a reward for a process known as mining. They can be exchanged for other currencies, products, and services. As of February 2015, over 100,000 merchants and vendors accepted bitcoin as payment. Research produced by Cambridge University estimates that in 2017, there are 2.9 to 5.8 million unique users using a cryptocurrency wallet, most of them using bitcoin.



Lending Programs Contain The Largest Growth Potential Blockchain Technology is revolutionizing most every aspect of our lives. Today the cryptocurrency market capitalization is over $200,000,000,000 and by 2020 it is estimated to be over a trillion dollar market. Surveying the landscape over the past year the greatest opportunity in the sector lies in token appreciation through internal demand. The age old economic principle of supply and demand is the way to thrive.



What is CRYPTOLENDING (CLR) Cryptolending (CRL) is a cryptocurrency or digital asset used as a medium of exchange to secure transactions within the Cryptolending ecosystem. CLR can be used to lend to the Bitcoin, stake, trade, or transfer funds between users



Custom Application Tokens (CATs) CRYPTOLENDING (CRL)B is a Custom Application Tokens, for short CATs, a digital token which is cryptographically secured by the Waves open-source blockchain platform.



CRL Transaction are Anonymous Anonymous order books are a must for an industry-grade trading platform such as the Waves Dex. Also to be noted the decentralized blockchain trading offers one custom token against another (asset-to-asset trading).



The Number of Coins are Limited CRL supply will only have 5 million coins worldwide creating an economic system based on deflation allowing CRL prices to rise, appreciating with high demand and limited supply of coins that cannot be increased.



ICO TOKEN SALE TERMS The earliest coin offering before launch into the free market. Early adopters have the opportunity to sell into the ICO or hold for true value token appreciation where the real money will be made on this project. Total token supply: 5 million (CRL), of which: 80% sold in the tokensale 15% Bounty programs 5% Design mining Pool and start-up Waves Platform: CAT, Custom Application Token Purchase methods accepted: BTC, LTC, ETH, WAVES, USD, EUR



ICO CALENDAR



PHASE 1= DECEMBER 5 TO 15= 700000 CRL PHASE 2= DECEMBER 16 TO 30= 1000000 CRL PHASE 3 = DECEMBER 31 TO JANUARY 15= 1000000 CRL PHASE 5= JANUARY 16 TO 21= 1300000 CRL



Listing in exchange= 24th January 2018 Lending starts at= 29th January 2018



There are 3 steps that you should follow to buy CRYPTOLENDING in the ICO sale Step 1: REGISTER ON Waves Lite Client, https://waveswallet.io/ Step 2: Deposit BTC, ETH, LTC, USD or EUR into your Wallet. Step 3: Click the Waves Decentralized Exchange icon on your wallet. 1. Copy and paste CRYPTOLENDING (CRL) ’ identifier code “9kAL1MZEdW8LAnVKXUd65LuEwQepEiTxZAxL3j6pvk6D” in the field on the left as in the photo below (you may need to paste it twice) and CRYPTOLENDING (CRL)will appear. 2. On the right type the name of your funding currency: Bitcoin, Ethereum, Litecoin, US Dollar, Euro or Waves to access the order book.



Lending, Trading and staking the cryptocurrency sector is in a boom growing from a $200 billion market today towards a possible multi trillion dollar market in the years to come. Cryptolending (CRL) has the potential to appreciate thousand of times over in the year and years ahead. Lending programs are leading the way in the explosion of market capitalization the cryptocurrency sector is experiencing Lending Program Earn daily interest from the CRL lending program. Income solution for passive investors.



Nucleus Trading Program Invest your wealth in community driven decentralized cryptocurrency. Using Waves’ Dex decentralized exchange, you can buy, sell and trade Cryptolending (CRL) directly to and from each other on a decentralised exchange (DEX) with no central organization involvement. Staking Program Earning interest from owning CRL while holding the coin for token appreciation. Holding CRL is where the real opportunity is and staking can bring you extra profit from holding CRL.



REWARDS 1 CRL = 0.000087 BTC 3 posts in Facebook groups = 5 CRL 10 Publications in Telegram groups = 7 CRL 10 Posts on Twitter = 7 CRL Videos on youtube 500-3000 views = 80 CRL Videos on youtube 3001-10000 Views = 200 CRL Videos on YouTube +10000 Views = 300 CRL REQUIREMENTS: You must buy a minimum of 100 CRL to participate. The rewards will be delivered on December 31. Send photos of publications and Links to: [email protected] Offer valid from December 5 to 31
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